In regard to what they reter to as the "Standard Model" of color vision (e
"... the earliest recordings revealed a discrepancy between the Hering-Hurvich-Jameson [1878; opponent perceptual channels and the response characteristics of opponent cells in the macaque . . . Here we suggest (albeit somewhat belatedly) a third stage of color processing to reconcile this discrepancy. After formulating our model, we were struck by how similar certain aspects were to suggestions put forth much earlier by Miiller... and quantitatively formulated by Judd (1949) . That Miiller's and Judd's ideas had so little apparent impact can no doubt be attributed to the lack of perceived necessity at the time for such a complicated theory" (D&D pp. 1053-1054) .
These remarks by D&D do not acknowledge that, in several sources including the Journal of the Optical Society of America and the ARVO abstracts supplement, I had already (and have since) published several versions of a major model that replaces earlier "dogma" and that explicitly includes a IVltiller-like third stage (Guth, 1989a (Guth, , b, 1991 (Guth, , 1993 (Guth, , 1994 . Also, D&D cite Guth et al. (1980) but do not mention that I there explain how the Miiller model solves the problem that RG does not signal redness in short wavelengths, and why I then could not adopt such a model. The fact that D&D's modeling approach differs from mine does not give them license to ignore the recent literature, thereby creating the illusion that the Standard Model is current, and that it is they who are reintroducing Miiller-Judd into mainstream color theory.
Turning to more substantive problems with the D&D paper, consider their Fig. 2 . That figure does not show the response functions of the 'indiscriminate' version of their second stage, as given in their Table 1 , except for the So function. Of major importance is the Mo function, which is missing its S receptor input. This is crucial because the second-stage Mo function that D&D show (a scaled version of 11M -10L) is positive at short wavelengths, but the actual function, as given in their Table 1 (llM-10L-S) is negative at short wavelengths, and the distinction between the Standard Model and the Hering-Hurvich-Jameson model hinges exactly on that short wavelength polarity difference. D&D obscure the crucial importance of the S term with their misleading statement 'So also Mo would be... llM -10L -S, or essentially M -L' (p. 1057). Figure 1 here shows the functions for the D&D indiscriminate model, normalized according to equations given in their Table 1. In Fig. 2 here, the Mo function from Fig. 1 is rescaled (by 10.0) and compared with the third-stage perceptual RG function of the D&D indiscriminate model. (The RG function is inverted, but signs are arbitrary here.) It can be seen more clearly that the actual D&D second-stage Mo function has the same sign at short and long wavelengths. This gives it the essential capability of signaling redness in short wavelengths and, with very minor changes in receptor weightings, the function would represent a satisfactory alternative to the pictured D&D third-stage RG mechanism. Indeed, in reference to Fig. 1 Valois et al. (1966) data, but also with more recent confirming results (cited by D&D at the end of p. 1053) which do not suggest the short wavelength lobe for RG cells.
A serious problem also exists with the final perceptual response functions of the D&D model. Visual inspection of their Fig. 7 reveals that, in long wavelengths, the absolute value of the yellow response always exceeds that of the red response. Calculations show that, even in the range that extends from 620 to 700 nm, the response for yellow is greater than for red by a factor of at least 1.5. But it is common knowledge, and reported in a paper cited by D&D themselves, that wavelengths longer than about 600 nm appear predominantly reddish, and that wavelengths beyond about 650 nm are perceived to have almost no yellowness at low luminances and only a small yellow component at high levels (Boynton & Gordon, 1965) . The fact that even casual observations reveal that long wavelengths appear to contain little, if any, yellowness makes it almost impossible to believe that D&D could write "The Standard Model thus suggests an enormous imbalance between the YB and the RG system, for which there is scant perceptual evidence" (p. 1061, italics added). Indeed, one of many reasons that the Standard Models assign low weight to the YB system is nicely illustrated by the grossly exaggerated yellow response in Fig. 7 of D&D. Also, it is not at all clear why the general idea that the scarce S cones connect to relatively few L and M cones to comprise a weak YB system, is judged by D&D to be "inherently implausible" and " ... distasteful" (p. 1054).
The De Valois' also attempt to solve the colorluminance confounding problem, which (curiously) is a problem that their model does not have. On p. 1054 they summarize the perceived problem by explaining that, for example, a +L-M cell will show antagonism for a luminance variation, but it will show synergy for an equiluminant color change; therefore, such a cell would fire to both luminance and color changes, "thus confounding these perceptually very different variables". That explanation is wrong.
Because it is not absolutely clear what D&D mean here by a "luminance variation", consider the two possible cases--incrementing the luminance of an achromatic light and incrementing the luminance of a colored light.
[Based upon previous reports of De Valois, especially De Valois, Snodderly, Yund and Hepler (1977) , in which it is reported on p. 250 that "Almost all of the spectrally opponent cells in this sample responded to achromatic luminance . . . [changes] . . . ", they probably mean incrementing an achromatic light, but, just to be sure, both cases are considered here.]
ACHROMATIC LIGHTS
In the D&D indiscriminate model, the white point has CIE chromaticity coordinates x = 0.24, y = 0.30 (which happens to be a light that produces cone absorptions L = M = S). Therefore, there is no confounding because none of the second-stage (or third-stage) opponent mechanisms will respond at all to a "luminance increment" of that white.
Also, it is important to note that it is inappropriate and potentially severely misleading to use the terms "achromatic" or "white" in the context of macaque electrophysiology, because there is no basis for assuming, even to a first approximation, that a light of any spatial frequency that appears whitish to humans will either appear whitish to macaques, or be responded to as a null stimulus by the ensemble of macaque cells that comprise a particular chromatic system.
COLOreD LIGHTS
In regard to colored lights, an opponent cell will indeed increase its firing to luminance increments (as well as to equiluminant color increments) but this does not at all imply confounding; rathe, r, in both cases, the cell will signal more color. Alternatively stated, when one increases the luminance (or radiance, or energy, etc.) of a colored light, any theory must predict that its chromaticness (as well as its whiteness) will increase. Otherwise, incrementing the luminance of a colored light would be equivalent to dcsaturating it.
For example, within opponent theory, if one increments the luminance of a red light, then not only must nonopponent cells increase firing so there is more whiteness, but also opponent, say R/G, cells must increase firing so that there is more redness, thereby producing at least approximate invariance of the apparent saturation of the light. (Of course, if one increments the light's redness, i.e. purity, at equal luminance, then nonopponent cells will not be affected but opponent cells must again increase firing; to signal increased saturation of redness.) Therefore, for colored lights, the De Valois' statement that an opponent cell will fire to both luminance and color changes is absolutely true, but confounding is not involved--rather, the opponent cell is in both cases signaling more color, as it must.
